
BusyRail® Deluxe
Our premium quality rail system is packed with user 
friendly features and is consistently specified where 
aesthetic appeal and long term durability are essentials   

All suspended equipment locates securely on the rail, 
yet glides effortlessly when required.   Whiteboard and 
noticeboard products have the additional benefit of small 
guide wheels attached at the lower edge for even greater 
mobility.   Hanging components are adaptable for use with 
Mono-glide or Dual-glide rail.   The recommended installa-
tion height for rail is approx. 2000 - 2100mm from the floor 
(or in line with the top of the door frame).

Both Mono-glide and Dual-glide rails are manufactured 
from strong extrusion and all components hang and glide 
effortlessly.  Both rails also have an ingenious integral paper 
hanging facility - ideal for those brainstorming sessions. 
 Both rails are supplied in 240cm lengths complete with 
all fixings and end caps.  Both rails have optional moulded 
corner pieces which are radiused so that equipment can 
easily be moved round and across inside corners - a facility 
unique to this rail system.  Can be easily installed with 
modest DIY skills.  

Felt noticeboards
Comprehensive range of noticeboards include 3 sizes in 3 
felt colours.  Felt covered boards accept loop nylon fasteners 
as well as pins. 

Size H 600mm   
 W 900mm
Blue BR1009/BL 
Grey BR1009/GY
Burgundy BR1009/BU 

Monoglide
Size L 2400mm
Rail  BR1000 
Corner Piece  BR1001 

Dualglide
Size L 2400mm
Rail  BR1020
Corner Piece  BR1021 

Size H 900mm   
 W 1200mm
Blue BR1010/BL 
Grey BR1010/GY
Burgundy BR1010/BU 

Size H 900mm   
 W 1800mm
Blue BR1011/BL 
Grey BR1011/GY
Burgundy BR1011/BU 

Blue Grey Burgundy

Mono-Glide
A single rail - suitable for 
simple installations.

Dual-Glide
Ideal in the movement of multiple equipment around 
larger rooms.   Larger items such as screens and flipcharts 
can be moved effortlessly over the top of whiteboards and 
noticeboards without removing them from the wall.
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